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A paradigm shift has to be realized in future energy systems with high shares of

renewable energy sources. The electrical demand has to react to the fluctuating

electricity generation of renewable energy sources. To this end, flexible electrical loads

like electric heating devices coupled with thermal storage or electric vehicles are

necessary in combination with optimization approaches. In this paper, we develop a

novel privacy-preserving approach for decentralized optimization to exploit load

flexibility. This approach, which is based on a set of schedules, is referred to as

SEPACO-IDA. The results show that our developed algorithm outperforms the other

approaches for scheduling based decentralized optimization found in the literature.

Furthermore, this paper clearly illustrates the suboptimal results for uncoordinated

decentralized optimization and thus the strong need for coordination approaches.

Another contribution of this paper is the development and evaluation of two methods

for distributing a central wind power profile to the local optimization problem of

distributed agents (Equal Distribution and Score-Rank-Proportional Distribution). These

wind profile assignment methods are combined with different decentralized

optimization approaches. The results reveal the dependency of the best wind profile

assignment method on the used decentralized optimization approach.
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Abstract 

A paradigm shift has to be realized in future energy systems with high shares of renewable energy 

sources. The electrical demand has to react to the fluctuating electricity generation of renewable 

energy sources. To this end, flexible electrical loads like electric heating devices coupled with thermal 

storage or electric vehicles are necessary in combination with optimization approaches. In this paper, 

we develop a novel privacy-preserving approach for decentralized optimization to exploit load 

flexibility. This approach, which is based on a set of schedules, is referred to as SEPACO-IDA. The results 

show that our developed algorithm outperforms the other approaches for scheduling based 

decentralized optimization found in the literature.  Furthermore, this paper clearly illustrates the 

suboptimal results for uncoordinated decentralized optimization and thus the strong need for 

coordination approaches. Another contribution of this paper is the development and evaluation of two 

methods for distributing a central wind power profile to the local optimization problem of distributed 

agents (Equal Distribution and Score-Rank-Proportional Distribution). These wind profile assignment 

methods are combined with different decentralized optimization approaches. The results reveal the 

dependency of the best wind profile assignment method on the used decentralized optimization 

approach.  

Keywords: Demand response, Decentralized optimization, Smart grid, Wind and PV integration, 

Electric heating, Electric vehicles 

1 Introduction 

As the share of volatile renewable energy sources (RES) like photovoltaics (PV) and wind energy has 

been increasing in Europe, there is a strong need for demand response to balance demand and supply 

[1]. Especially electric vehicles (EV) and electric heating devices coupled with thermal storage can react 

to the intermittent electricity production from RES in residential areas by providing the needed 

flexibility [2, 3]. Coupling the electricity sector with the heat and transport sector is a vital step towards 

using high shares of RES [4]. The demand for heat is the main energy demand in residential areas in 

most countries. Electic heating devices can use existing infrastructures like hot water tanks or the 

inertia of building mass to store energy. Thus, their operation can be shifted to times with high 

generation by RES without affecting the residents’ comfort level.  

Advanced measurement devices like smart meters and intelligent monitoring and control strategies 

transform the conventional electricity grid into a smart grid [5]. A smart grid can reduce the curtailment 

of RES and thus increase the self-consumption rate of locally generated RES. In the year 2018, around 
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5.4 GWh of electricity production from RES were curtailed in Germany [6]. Wind energy caused about 

97 % of the curtailed energy, while the share of PV was approximately 2 %. Furthermore, intelligent 

control approaches can lower the peak load in local grids and thus reduce the stress on the 

transformers.    

Centralized scheduling-based optimization (CO) is often applied in the literature to exploit the electric 

load flexibilities in residential areas [7]. In CO, a central unit generates schedules for all buildings in a 

residential area based on demand and generation forecasts and directly controls the flexible devices. 

While CO leads to the overall best results, it has many significant disadvantages that make its 

application difficult in real-world scenarios. CO approaches infringe on the privacy of the inhabitants 

[8, 9] and have a high computational complexity due to the NP-hardness of scheduling problems [10]. 

Moreover, CO approaches are not robust against single-point failures and cyber-attacks [9, 11]. 

Decentralized optimization (DO) approaches, on the contrary, do not depend on a central control unit. 

Each building only optimizes its own goal based on local information. DO approaches have a higher 

level of robustness and lead to increased data-privacy while having reduced computational complexity 

[8, 11]. However, uncoordinated DO of the single buildings without any interaction with the other 

buildings in a residential area leads to results that are far away from the optimum for the entire system 

[9].       

This paper has two main contributions. The first one is the development of a novel coordinating DO 

approach for scheduling-based optimization. We compare our approach to existing ones from the 

literature, to CO, and to a conventional control approach that is used nowadays. Moreover, we 

introduce and investigate methods for assigning central wind power profiles to the local optimization 

problems of different buildings in a residential area. For a large-scale analysis of the developed 

methods in a variety of scenarios, we use a multi-objective optimization problem that exploits the 

flexibility of electric heating devices and EVs. This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we sum 

up the related work, and in Section 3, we describe the residential area for our case study and the 

optimization problem. Section 4 introduces the novel DO approach and wind assignment methods. We 

show the results of our case study in Section 5 and summarize the paper in Section 6.  

 

2 Related Work 

We use scheduling-based approaches for exploiting the flexibility of electric heating devices and EVs 

in this study. These approaches determine an optimal schedule for the operation of the flexible device 

as the output of an optimization problem. We found several DO approaches for demand response in 

the literature. Commonly used techniques are decomposition methods [12–15]. A single optimization 

problem is broken down into multiple smaller optimization problems when using decomposition 

approaches. This process has to be carried out by a central control unit that defines the optimization 

problems for the decentralized agents.  

Braun et al. [12] and Worthmann et al. [16] use hierarchical model predictive control to coordinate the 

DO of different agents, and Menon et al. [17] use distributed model predictive control for demand 

response. The authors of [8, 9, 18, 19] use approaches where no central control unit is present. For the 

approach introduced by Chang et al. [19], the buildings need to exchange consumption and generation 

data, which interferes with the privacy of the residents [12, 16]. Ramchurn et al. [18] use a time-

dependent price signal and a coordinative optimization mechanism to reduce the costs and the peak 

load of multiple buildings in a decentralized way. The DO algorithms in [8, 9, 20, 21] are based on 

creating and coordinating a set of schedules for the local optimization problems of different buildings.   



 

 

While a central control unit is necessary in [20, 21], the DO approaches by Kolen et al. [8] and Dengiz 

et al. [9] are based on a set of schedules and do not need a central controller. Kolen et al. introduce a 

two-stage approach to exploit the flexibility of electric heating devices. In the first step, every agent 

creates a pool of (near-) optimal schedules by solving their local optimization problems.  The buildings 

afterward coordinate the selection of the individual schedules to optimize a common goal in the local 

grid. Dengiz et al. extend the coordinating algorithm by Kolen et al. and define a procedure to generate 

a diverse set of schedules for the problem of maximizing the self-consumption rate of locally generated 

RES. As we saw potential for improvement, we introduce a novel DO approach in this paper that is 

based on the coordination mechanism by Kolen et al. and the approach by Dengiz et al. for generating 

diverse solution sets.  

Several studies also apply decomposition methods [11, 22, 23] to use wind energy for demand 

response in a decentralized way. In [24, 25], the authors use load aggregation methods to aggregate 

the electrical load and the demand response capabilities of multiple residential buildings to participate 

in the electricity market. Xu et al. [25] use a stochastic day-ahead economic dispatch model to improve 

the utilization of wind energy. Shao et al. [24] develop a real-time demand response exchange market 

that is capable of balancing short-term fluctuations of wind power. In addition to the novel approach 

for coordinating DO, we introduce methods that distribute the whole wind power profile of a 

residential area to the local optimization problems of different buildings. To the best of our knowledge, 

this is the only study that investigates methods for assigning wind power profiles to decentralized 

agents that apply coordinating DO approaches based on a set of schedules.  

3 Optimization problem for the residential area of our case study 

In this section, we describe the optimization problem for the residential area of our case study. The 

different building types with their corresponding heating systems are shortly described in Section 3.1, 

and the multi-objective optimization problem for exploiting the load flexibility potentials is explained 

in Section 3.2.  

3.1 Different building types and heating systems  

The residential area in our case studies consists of three different building types that all represent 

single-family buildings. Building type 1 and building type 2 have a high insulation level and use an 

underfloor heating system (for space heating) and a hot water tank (for domestic hot water) as thermal 

storage. Building type 1 uses a non-modulating ground-source heat pump and building type 2 uses a 

modulating air-source heat pump. Buildings belonging to the third category have a mediocre insulation 

standard and use a combined storage system for space heating and domestic hot water. Their primary 

heat source is a gas boiler. In addition to that, a modulating electric heating element is used in the 

combined hot water tank.  

Figure 1 displays a schematic view of the residential area’s local grid. Some buildings are equipped with 

a PV system and some have EVs that are charged at home. Furthermore, a wind turbine is connected 

to the local grid. All buildings use an energy management system (EMS) for controlling the flexible 

heating systems and the charging of the EVs. A transformer connects the local grid to other grid levels.  

Table A.1 (Appendix) lists the parameters of the heating systems and the EVs in the residential area. In 

Section 5.1, we describe how we generate the scenarios for our case study. We use the software tool 

synPRO that generates realistic synthetic data for the load profiles (demand for electricity, space 

heating, and DHW) and PV generation [26].  



 

 

 

Figure 1: Local grid of the residential area 

 

3.2 Multi-objective optimization problem 

The buildings in the residential area solve an optimization problem with two objectives. The first goal 

is to minimize the surplus energy �� and thus to maximize the self-consumption rate of locally 

generated RES. Further, the buildings intend to minimize their peak loads �����. To determine an 

optimal schedule for the electric heating devices and the EVs, each building solves a multi-objective 

optimization problem. Eq. (1) shows the objective function for the individual buildings. We combine 

the two objectives by using a weighted sum approach. Thus, the objective space is transformed into a 

one-dimensional space and we can apply conventional algorithms for solving single-objective 

optimization problems [27]. We multiply the two objectives by the two weights �	 and �
 that sum 

up to one. To avoid biases caused by different scales of the objectives, we divide each of the objective 

variables (�� and �����) by their corresponding normalized values (����� and ����
���� ). These values 

represent the optimal solution for each of the two objectives if the weight of the other objective is set 

to zero. They are obtained by solving two auxiliary single-objective optimization problems separately 

prior to the basic optimization problem with the two objectives. 
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 The optimization problems have the following constraints: 

• Temperature limits of the buffer storage 

• Volume limits of the hot water tank 

• Heat pump cannot heat up both storages of a building simultaneously (building types 1 and 2) 

• Power constraint of the heating device 

• Power and availability constraint for charging the EV 

• State of charge (SOC) limitation constraints for the EV 

The following variable definitions are part of the optimization problem: 

• Amount of surplus energy 

• Power of RES (wind and PV) 

• Peak load 

• Difference equation for the temperature of the buffer storage (building types 1 and 2) 

• Difference equation for the volume of the hot water tank (building types 1 and 2) 

• Difference equation for the energy content of the combined storage (building type 3) 

• Difference equation for the SOC of the EV 

The coordinating DO approaches of Section 4.2 require the buildings to have not only one schedule 

but a set of multiple schedules. We use the method introduced in [9] to generate a diverse solution 

pool that leads to much better results than the conventional procedure of commercial solvers to collect 

and store the solutions found during the optimization. For this purpose, all buildings have to solve 

another optimization problem that maximizes the diversity of a new solution to a given optimal 

schedule. The full commented mathematical representation of the basic problem (described in this 

section) and the diversity maximization problem (described in [9]) for all three building types can be 

found at the data repository hosting the supplementary materials for this paper [28]. Moreover, we 

uploaded the commented code (written in the modeling language GAMS) for all optimization problems 

used in our study.  

 

4 Decentralized optimization   

We describe methods for assignment of wind power to buildings in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we 

explain two coordination approaches for decentralized optimization from the literature and introduce 

a novel approach that is based on the two other ones.  

4.1 Methods for assignment of wind power to decentralized agents 

To assign a central wind power profile to the local optimization problems of different buildings, we 

propose and investigate two simple methods. Figure 2 illustrates these two methods for the 

distribution of an entire wind power profile to five buildings. The upper diagram shows an exemplary 

profile of a small wind turbine that should be distributed to the different buildings such that they can 

incorporate the generated wind power into their optimization procedures. The left-hand picture 

depicts the assignment when using the Equal Distribution (ED) method. The entire profile is equally 

distributed to the five buildings. Eq. (2) shows the formula to calculate the wind power assigned to 

building �.  For every time slot �, the power value of the entire wind power profile ��
���������� is 

divided by the number of buildings. Thus, each building gets an equal share of wind energy. The 

buildings include these assigned profiles in their local optimization problems by adding the 

corresponding values to their PV generation profiles.  
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The picture on the right-hand side of Figure 2 shows the Score-Rank-Proportional Distribution (SRPD) 

method. In the first step, a score is calculated for every building by using Eq. (3). The power of the 

building’s electric heating device ��
/��0��0��1�����2

 and the power for the EV charging station 

��
/345�2��2

 are subtracted from the peak power of the PV system ��
�3����. This score roughly 

quantifies the expected self-consumption rate of locally generated PV. Buildings that have a high score 

are more likely to generate surplus energy since their flexible electrical demand might not match their 

PV generation. As all information from the buildings is static, there is no need to measure any data 

from the buildings or to monitor demand profiles, which would infringe on the residents’ privacy. In 

the next step, the buildings are ranked according to this score. The building with the highest score gets 

the highest rank and the building with the lowest score gets the lowest rank. In the example of Figure 

2, building 5 has the lowest score and thus the lowest rank (67&89 = 5) and building 1 has the highest 

score and thus the highest rank (67&8	 = 1). SRPD uses Eq. (4) for assignment of the wind power 

profiles to the buildings. The entire wind power for each time slot is divided by the sum of ranks (in 

this example, the sum of ranks is ∑ 67&8�
<
� = 1 � 2 � 3 � 4 � 5 = 15). This value is then multiplied 

by the rank of the building which leads to an assignment of more wind power to buildings with lower 

ranks, as is illustrated in Figure 2. We evaluate the two methods SRPD and ED in Section 5.2. 
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Figure 2: Two methods for assignment of wind power to buildings 

4.2 Coordination methods for decentralized optimization 

4.2.1 Iterative Desync Algorithm (IDA) 

The Iterative Desync Algorithm (IDA), developed by Kolen et al. [8], is the basic approach for the two 

other coordinating DO algorithms used in this paper. Figure 3 schematically displays IDA in a residential 

area. In the first step, all buildings simultaneously create a solution pool that consists of multiple 

schedules by solving their local optimization problems (see Section 3.2). Afterward, the buildings 

coordinate the selection of the individual schedules. All buildings are ordered in a cycle and have a 

predecessor and successor each. Furthermore, the buildings store local views on the residential areas’ 

load profiles (profiles resulting from generation and demand). In each iteration, each building 

successively selects the schedule out of its solution pool that leads to an optimal value of a common 

objective. This common objective of our study is based on the load profiles of the residential area. It 

can be calculated by using the weighted sum of the surplus energy in the residential area, and the peak 

load (see Eq. (1)). The building then updates the common load profiles of the residential area based 

on their selected schedules (demand profile) and generation profiles. Next, the building forwards the 

updated profiles to the next building in the cycle, which performs the same procedure. The algorithm 

terminates if none of the buildings changes its previously selected schedule for one iteration through 

the cycle.  

To guarantee the privacy-friendliness of this algorithm, the first building to start with this process adds 

a random noise vector to its load and generation profiles during the first iteration and stores this 

vector. During the second iteration through the cycle, this building removes the previously added 

random noise from the load profiles of the residential area. 



 

 

 

Figure 3: Decentralized optimization approach IDA in a residential area [9] 

 

4.2.2 Parallel Successive Cluster Optimization with IDA (PSCO-IDA) 

The PSCO-IDA algorithm groups the buildings of the residential area into multiple clusters of a specific 

size. The number of steps for PSCO-IDA is proportional to the number of buildings in a cluster. Figure 

4 shows the algorithm for clusters of size two, as this cluster size led to the best results in our 

experiments. In the first step, only the first of the two buildings in each cluster solve their local 

optimization problems in parallel and thus generate a solution pool. Afterward, they forward the 

resulting surplus power profiles to the next buildings in the clusters, which use these as an input to 

their local optimization problems. In contrast to IDA, the results of the first buildings’ optimization 

problems directly influence the solution pool of the second buildings in the clusters. In the last step, 

all buildings of the residential area use IDA to coordinate the selection of the schedules. A more 

detailed description of IDA and PSCO-IDA can be found in [8, 9]. 

Instead of randomly assigning buildings to the clusters, we use a simple ordering heuristic that is 

introduced in [9] and that led to strongly improved results. For each building, a score is calculated by 

using Eq. (3). The building with the highest score and the building with the lowest score are grouped 

into the first cluster. For the second cluster, we use the building with the second-highest and the 

second-lowest score. We successively do this until each building belongs to one cluster. The basic idea 

behind this clustering is that the buildings with low PV generation can use the surplus power of 

buildings with high PV generation for their flexible devices as buildings with higher scores tend to 

generate more surplus energy. 



 

 

 

Figure 4: PSCO-IDA algorithm with two buildings per cluster [9] 

4.2.3 Sequential Parallel Cluster Optimization with IDA (SEPACO-IDA) 

The SEPACO-IDA algorithm is one of the two main contributions of this paper. It efficiently combines 

the PSCO-IDA and IDA algorithms. As in PSCO-IDA, the buildings are divided into an arbitrary number 

of clusters. In SEPACO-IDA, the number of steps is proportional to the number of clusters. Figure 5 

illustrates the algorithm for two clusters. We investigated the algorithm with different numbers of 

clusters, and two clusters led to the best results while having the lowest computational time. In the 

first step, the buildings of the first cluster simultaneously generate a solutions pool and use IDA for 

selecting individual schedules. Afterward, the resulting load profiles of the cluster are sent to all 

buildings from the second cluster (2nd step). Next, the buildings of the second cluster likewise generate 

a solution pool and use IDA for coordination. The resulting load profiles of the first cluster influence 

the local optimization problems of the buildings in the second cluster. The surplus power profile of the 

previous clusters can be assigned to the building of the new cluster by using the methods explained in 

Section 4.1 for the wind power assignment. In the last step, all buildings of the residential area use IDA 

to coordinate the selection of the schedules jointly. The difference to PSCO-IDA is that in SEPACO-IDA, 

the buildings in one cluster generate their solution pool simultaneously and not successively. 

Moreover, the buildings use IDA for the coordination within every cluster, and optimization of the 

different clusters is done sequentially and not in parallel. As no building receives direct information 

from another single building, SEPACO-IDA has a higher level of privacy compared to PSCO-IDA.  

We investigated different approaches for assigning buildings to the clusters. The best result was 

obtained when using the score function of Section 4.1 (Eq. (3)) and putting the buildings with high 

scores into the first cluster and the buildings with low scores into the second cluster. We also tried a 

random assignment of buildings to the clusters and assignments based on either an increasing sum of 

scores per cluster or a similar sum of scores per cluster. However, our approach with a decreasing sum 

of scores per cluster overall led to the best solutions. We analyze the three DO approaches and 

compare them to CO and a conventional control approach in Section 5.3. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5: SEPACO-IDA algorithm with two clusters 

 



 

 

5 Results 

In this section, we evaluate the methods developed in Section 4. Section 5.1 describes the scenarios 

used for our analysis. In Section 5.2, we compare the two wind assignment methods and in Section 

5.3, we show the results for the different optimization approaches.  

5.1 Scenarios for the analysis 

To analyze the developed methods, we define base case scenarios for 31 days. We randomly choose 

31 days with mediocre to high PV or wind energy generation from the heating period in Germany 

(October – March). In the base case scenarios, we use 15 buildings for each of the three building types, 

resulting in 45 buildings. Of these, 15 have two residents each, whereas four persons live in each of 

the other 30 buildings. The average PV peak of buildings which have a PV system on their rooftop is 

7 kW with a maximum positive and negative deviation from the average peak power of 3 kW. This 

means that the values for the PV systems’ peak power of the different buildings are uniformly 

distributed between 4 kW (7 – 3) and 10 kW (7 + 3). The share of buildings with a PV system is 50 % in 

the base case scenarios. Ten of the buildings have an EV that is charged at home. We choose two types 

of EVs (Opel Ampera-e and BMW i3) and assume that at the beginning of the optimization horizon, the 

SOC of all vehicles is at 0.5 (50 %). This value is also the target SOC for the end of the optimization 

horizon. We use the driving and availability patters from [29] as mobility data for the EVs. Table A.1 in 

the Appendix lists the technical parameters of the EVs and the charging stations. For wind generation, 

we use profiles of the wind turbine Nordex N27/150 with a capacity of 100 kW generated by the web 

tool Renewable.ninja [30].  

In addition to the base case scenarios, we generate several further scenarios for our analysis. To this 

end, we use a Monte Carlo sampling method for the different parameters. Table 1 lists the relevant 

parameters of the residential area and their average, minimum, and maximum values. For all scenarios, 

the optimization horizon is one day with a time resolution of five minutes. We implemented the 

optimization problems in the modeling language GAMS with Cplex as the solver and used Java for the 

simulations. The solution pool for all coordinating approaches consists of five different solutions, as 

this leads to a good trade-off between the quality of the results and computational time [9].  

Table 1: Parameters for the Monte Carlo sampling 

Parameter Average Min Max 

Number of buildings type 1 15 5 25 

Number of buildings type 2 15 5 25 

Number of buildings type 3 15 5 25 

PV peak power [kW] 7 3 11 

Maximal deviation from PV 

peak power [kW] 

1.5 0 3 

Share of buildings with PV 

[%] 

50 25 75 

Number of EVs 11.5 2 21 

Power of wind turbine [kW] 140 30 250 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

5.2 Wind assignment methods 

For the evaluation of the two different wind assignment methods of Section 4.1, we use six different 

optimization approaches in combination with the wind assignment methods for the base case 

scenarios. Figure 6 shows the optimality percentages of the two wind assignment methods for the 

different optimization approaches averaged over the 31 base case scenarios with wind. Per definition, 

CO leads to an optimality of 100 %. In addition to the three coordination methods for DO described in 

Section 4.2, we include a conventional control approach (hysteresis control) that is current practice for 

today’s heating systems, and a DO approach without any coordination mechanism in the evaluation. 

The analysis shows that for CO and Conventional Control, the two assignment methods ED and SRPD 

lead to similar results since CO and Conventional Control do not depend on the assignment of wind 

power profiles to decentralized entities. The slight difference for Conventional Control occurs because 

of the random decision on whether to heat up or cool down the thermal storage at the beginning of a 

day.  

For the DO approaches, the application of ED and SRPD leads to different results. While for DO without 

coordination and for IDA, an equal distribution (ED) of the centralized wind power profile leads to 

better results, for PSCO-IDA and SEPACO-IDA, the Score-Rank-Proportional Distribution (SRPD) yields 

better results. This might be explained by the fact that for PSCO-IDA and SEPACO-IDA, a score roughly 

quantifying the expected self-consumption rate of the different buildings is already used for the 

generation of the clusters. A second assignment based on such a score might interfere with the notion 

of the initial clustering. IDA and DO without coordination do not make use of such a score. This might 

be the reason why consideration of the score brings these optimization approaches closer to 

optimality, as Figure 6 indicates.  

 
Figure 6: Optimality comparison of the two wind assignment methods for the different optimization approaches averaged 

over the base case scenarios 

5.3 Optimization approaches  

To compare and evaluate the coordination methods for DO, we use scenarios with and without wind 

power generation. PV is included in all scenarios. For the scenarios with wind energy generation, we 

use the 31 days of the base case and generate four additional scenarios per day by using the Monte 



 

 

Carlo sampling method. This leads to a total of 155 scenarios.  We ran all scenarios with five different 

combinations of weight coefficients. Figure 7 displays the optimality of the methods used with 

different weights for the objectives averaged over all scenarios with wind and PV generation. For all 

weight combinations, Conventional Control, as expected, leads to the worst results having optimality 

percentages of around 30 %. The figure clearly shows that if all buildings only optimize their own goal 

without interacting with the other buildings, the result is quite far away from the optimal solution. For 

all weights, DO without coordination leads to optimality percentages below 50 %. The results reveal 

that SEPACO-IDA outperforms the other two coordinating DO approaches IDA and PSCO-IDA having 

optimality percentages of between 87 % and 79 %.  The differences to PSCO-IDA are small (between 

0.8 % and 2.4 %), while the improvements compared to IDA are significant (between 11.1 % and 

13.3 %). Figure 7 shows that the more the emphasis is on the second goal (reducing the peak load), 

the worse the results become for all three coordinating DO approaches (IDA, PSCO-IDA, and SEPACO-

IDA).  

 

 

Figure 7: Optimality comparison of the used optimization approaches with different weight combinations for the objectives 

averaged over all scenarios with wind and PV (w1: Weight for the Surplus Energy, w2: Weight for the Maximum Load) 

Table 2 lists the average results of the scenarios with wind and PV for different weights of the 

objectives. For Conventional Control, the values of the surplus energy and the maximum load do not 

depend on the weights of the objectives. For all four DO approaches, the results significantly change 

for the three weight combinations that have nonzero values for both objectives ([w1 = 0.75, w2 = 0.25], 

[w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0. 5], [w1 = 0.25, w2 = 0.75]). Surprisingly, when putting the whole weight and thus the 

emphasis only on one objective ([w1 = 1.0, w2 = 0.0] or [w1 = 0.0, w2 = 1.0]), the results for the single 

objective are worse than the corresponding result for that objective when also considering the other 

objective to some degree. This means that decreasing the weight for one objective from 1.0 to 0.75 

led to better results for that objective. This counterintuitive outcome can be explained by the 



 

 

optimization approach used for creating the solution pool for the DO approaches explained in [9]. A 

diverse solution pool with different schedules is vital for the DO approaches, as the coordination 

procedure is not an exact optimization algorithm but a heuristic.  Using weights for both objectives 

leads to higher flexibility for the generation of a solution pool. This eventually can lead to better results 

for the whole residential area, although the results for the individual buildings might be worse.  

For CO, the results among the combined weights ([w1 = 0.75, w2 = 0.25], [w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0. 5], [w1 = 

0.25, w2 = 0.75]) are almost identical. The results of the objective Maximum Load for the combined 

weights are equal to the one of the single-objective optimization of the peak load ([w1 = 0.0, w2 = 1.0]). 

The results of the objective Surplus Energy are only slightly worse for the combined objectives 

compared to the single-objective optimization ([w1 = 1.0, w2 = 0.0]). This indicates that the objectives 

in our case studies are not contrary to each other. The surplus energy can simultaneously be minimized 

with the maximum load because the power of the RES mainly causes the peak load. However, if the 

full focus is on one objective only, the other objective is neglected, which leads to very poor results for 

that objective. This is valid for CO and all DO approaches. Thus, for scenarios with high power 

generation by RES in residential areas where the peak load at the transformer is mainly caused by 

feeding power of RES from the local grid into the whole grid, the consideration of a combined objective 

function is highly beneficial.  

Table 2: Average results of the scenarios with wind and PV for different weight combinations of the objectives (Surplus 

Energy in kWh and Maximum Load in kW) 

Objectives 
Conventional 

Control 

DO with no 

coordination 
IDA 

PSCO-

IDA 

SEPACO-

IDA 
CO 

Surplus Energy   

(Weight w1 = 1.0) 

666.8 

 

481.8 

 

278.0 

 

238.7 

 

236.0 

 

207.7 

 

Maximum Load  

(Weight w2 = 0.0) 

111.4 

 

93.2 

 

77.1 

 

72.6 

 

72.5 

 

75.0 

 

Surplus Energy  

(Weight w1 = 0.75) 

666.8 

 

475.6 

 

276.8 

 

236.8 

 

234.1 

 

210.3 

 

Maximum Load  

(Weight w2 = 0.25) 
111.4 82.4 64.3 56.9 56.7 37.6 

Surplus Energy  

(Weight w1 = 0.5) 
666.8 477.8 279.5 238.6 237.1 210.3 

Maximum Load  

(Weight w2 = 0.5) 
111.4 78.2 60.9 53.5 52.4 37.5 

Surplus Energy  

(Weight w1 = 0.25) 
666.8 477.8 283.2 239.7 239.6 210.4 

Maximum Load  

(Weight w2 = 0.75) 
111.4 75.7 58.4 50.5 49.1 37.5 

Surplus Energy  

(Weight w1 = 0.0) 
666.8 637.4 361.4 341.0 343.2 370.1 

Maximum Load  

(Weight w2 = 1.0) 
111.4 83.1 59.3 52.1 50.4 37.5 

 

As the authors of [9] only test the algorithm PSCO-IDA in scenarios with PV, but without wind energy, 

we also evaluate the newly developed algorithm SEPACO-IDA in scenarios without wind. Figure 8 

illustrates the optimality percentages of the used control approaches with different weights for the 

objectives averaged over all scenarios with PV and no wind. For this purpose, we used the base case 

scenarios without wind and additionally generated three scenarios for each day, leading to a total of 



 

 

124 scenarios. The results show that SEPACO-IDA again leads to better results compared to IDA and 

PSCO-IDA (for the combined weights [w1 = 0.25, w2 = 0.75], PSCO-IDA and SEPACO-IDA have similar 

results). The optimality percentages of PSCO-IDA and SEPACO-IDA do not vary strongly for the different 

weight combinations. In contrast, the difference to IDA becomes smaller with an increasing emphasis 

on the objective of minimizing the peak load.  

 

 

Figure 8: Optimality comparison of the used optimization approaches with different weight combinations for the objectives 

averaged over all scenarios with PV and no wind (w1: Weight for the Surplus Energy, w2: Weight for the Maximum Load) 

Table 3 shows the average runtimes and number of coordination rounds of the optimization 

approaches for the base case scenarios with wind and PV. CO has the highest runtime requiring around 

20 times more time than SEPACO-IDA. We used an Intel i7 3930K system with 3.2 GHz and 64 GB RAM 

for the analysis. The MIP gap for both the centralized and the decentralized optimization problems was 

set to 0.1 %. Surprisingly, SEPACO-IDA led to a similar number of coordination rounds for selection of 

the schedules as IDA and fewer coordination rounds compared to PSCO-IDA. Although SEPACO-IDA 

needs coordination for each cluster, the final IDA step converges rather quickly. We included the load 

profiles of all buildings for all base case scenarios to the uploaded supplementary materials of this 

paper [28]. Moreover, we added result tables, which include detailed information about the results 

and the configurations of every single scenario to the supplementary materials. 

 



 

 

Table 3: Average runtimes and number of coordination rounds of the optimization approaches for the base case scenarios 

Approach Runtime [s] 

Number of 

coordination 

rounds 

Conventional Control 2 - 

DO without coordination 13 - 

IDA 47 4.7 

PSCO-IDA 76 4.9 

SEPACO-IDA 86 4.7 

CO 1770 - 
 

5.4 Critical appraisal 

For our study, we made some simplifications. We assumed perfect foresight regarding the generation 

and demand of the buildings for all optimization problems. To apply the investigated methods to real-

world scenarios, they have to be combined with forecasts and uncertainty handling methods for 

scheduling-based optimization like [31, 32]. Furthermore, we assumed that all buildings agree to 

participate in the decentralized optimization without any incentive. The focus of this study was to 

investigate different optimization approaches from a system perspective and not to analyze market 

strategies for incentivizing building owners to use their flexibility or to trade their generated electricity 

locally.  

We merely tested two different methods for wind power assignment. Many other possible criteria for 

the assignment of wind power profiles to the local optimization problems of decentralized entities 

exist. Also, for the coordination approach SEPACO-IDA, clustering methods based on other score 

functions or ranking schemes have not been analyzed in detail. Doing a large-scale analysis of different 

methods for generating the clusters could even improve SEPACO-IDA.  

 

6 Summary and conclusion 

In this paper, we developed a novel coordination mechanism for optimally using flexible electrical 

loads in a decentralized way in order to react to the volatile supply from renewable energy sources in 

a residential area. The Sequential Parallel Cluster Optimization with IDA (SEPACO-IDA) combines two 

coordination algorithms from the literature for decentralized optimization that are based on a set of 

schedules (PSCO-IDA and IDA). In a case study that consists of a high number of scenarios, we 

compared our developed approach to existing approaches for decentralized optimization, to a 

conventional control approach and a centralized optimization. The load flexibility in the residential 

areas comes from electric heating devices and electric vehicles. The results reveal the superiority of 

SEPACO-IDA over the other coordinating approaches for decentralized optimization. Further, our 

analysis demonstrates that uncoordinated decentralized optimization leads to fairly bad results. In 

addition to that, we investigated the two methods Equal Distribution and Score-Rank-Proportional 

Distribution for assigning a wind power profile to the local optimization problems of decentralized 

agents. These methods are used in combination with decentralized optimization approaches.  While 

for the uncoordinated decentralized optimization and IDA, the wind assignment method Score-Rank-

Proportional Distribution yields better results, the two decentralized optimization approaches SEPACO-

IDA and PSCO-IDA profit more from the Equal Distribution method.  



 

 

All introduced methods are easy to implement and preserve the privacy of the residents. Our study 

shows the suboptimality of the currently used conventional control approaches and the crucial 

advantages of coordinating decentralized optimization. Sustainable energy systems with high shares 

of renewable energy sources can profit from the application of the developed methods.  They can help 

to overcome the challenges brought about by the weather-dependent electricity generation of wind 

turbines and photovoltaic systems.  

Future work could compare the used scheduling-based decentralized optimization approaches to rule-

based or to machine-learning-based control approaches. Moreover, different criteria (like the sum of 

the total electricity consumption) for the assignment of wind power profiles to decentralized 

optimization problems of buildings should be investigated. Designing novel market mechanisms to 

offer incentives to building owners to participate in demand response programs is an essential task for 

exploiting the load flexibilities in residential areas and should be analyzed in future work.  

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary materials 

We added the following supplementary materials to an open-source online data repository [28] 

hosted at Mendeley Data (https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/8jx97kfjxg/2):  

• Full mathematical description of all optimization problems with explanations of the 

equations 

• Resulting load and temperature profiles of the buildings for the base case scenarios  

• Result tables with detailed information about the scenarios and their results 

• Commented code (in the modeling language GAMS) of the decentralized optimization 

problems for the different building types and the centralized optimization problem  
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Appendix 

Parameters of the residential area 
Table A.1: Parameters of the residential area 

Parameter Value Source Comment 

Heated area of the buildings 140 m2 [33] Assumption: Not all rooms 

in the cellar are heated 

Concrete width (for the 

underfloor heating system) 

7 cm [34] DIN standard 18560 for 

screeds in building 

construction 

Density of concrete 2400 
kg

m3 
[35] European standards for 

concrete EN 206-1 

Heat capacity of concrete 1000
J

kg⋅K
 [35] European standards for 

concrete EN 206-1 

Temperature range of the 

underfloor heating system 

20 – 22 °C [36] Assumptions for optimal 

comfort 

Temperature range of the 

hot water tank (buffer 
storage) 

30 – 45 °C [37]  

DHW tank volume 150 l, 200 l [38] 200 l for 4 residents, 150 l 
for 2  

Losses of space heating 45 W  Assumption 

Losses of DHW tank 35 W [39] 2nd highest efficiency class 
(EU regulations 814/2013) 

Supply temperature  of the 
underfloor heating system 

30 °C [36]  

Supply temperature of the 

hot water tank (buffer 

storage) 

60 °C [37]  

Supply temperature of the 

hot water tank (DHW) 

45 °C [41]  

Energy content of the 

combined storage 

14 kWh   

Electrical power of the 

heating devices 

1.2 kW (BT 1), 3 kW 

(BT 2, BT 3) 

 Thermal power of the gas 

heating device: 12 kW 

COP of the air-source heat 

pump for ΔT=28 K 

3.8 [40] Similar value as model LA 

28TBS from Glen Dimplex 

COP of the air-source heat 

pump for ΔT=42 K 

2.8 [40] Similar value as model LA 

28TBS from Glen Dimplex 

COP of the ground-source 

heat pump for ΔT=35 K 

4.7 [42] Similar value as model SIK 

6TES from Glen Dimplex 

COP of the ground-source 

heat pump for ΔT=45 K 

3.7 [42] Similar value as model SIK 

6TES from Glen Dimplex 

Battery capacity BMW i3 37.9 kWh [43]  

Charging efficiency BMW i3 85 % [43]  

Energy consumption per 

100 km BMW i3 

13.9 kWh [43]  

Battery capacity 

Opel Ampera-e 

60 kWh [43]  

Charging efficiency 

Opel Ampera-e 

89 % [43]  



 

 

Parameter Value Source Comment 

Energy consumption per 

100 km Opel Ampera-e 

17.5 kWh [43]  

Maximal charging power for 

home charging 

4.6 kW [44] Wallbox: KEBA KeContact 

P30 

Average length of rides 

BMW i3 (Opel Ampera-e) 

35 km (45 km) [45] Assumptions inspired by the 

German Mobility Study  
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